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Introduction

Preliminary calibrations for AntiKt4EMTopo jet collection have been
derived

The same baseline procedure as was used for large R-jets.

Calibration factors for the Moriond recommendations.

pT truth, | ηdet | and m truth binnings.
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Objects and Selection

Objects

AntiKt4EMTopo jet collection

Samples and Derivations

QCD Multijet Samples: JZXW

Derivation: JETM8 p2425

Selection

pT reco cut > 80 GeV

| ηdet | < 2.4

Jet Matchings and Isolation

∆R(Reco jet, Truth jet) = 0.4

∆R(Reco jet Isolation)= 1.0

∆R(Truth jet Isolation) = 1.0
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Jet Mass Calibration Procedure

I’ll be brief. Details in the mass calibration HCW slides.

Step 1: Fit mass response (m reco / m truth) distributions to each (PT

truth, m truth, | ηdet |) bin, and extract the mean response.
Step 2: Numerical inversion of pT truth and m truth → pT reco and m
reco.
Step 3: Derive calibration factors as a function of pT reco and m reco, for
each | ηdet | bin.
Step 4: Apply calibration factors and check for closure.
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/368856/session/19/contribution/107


Jet Mass Response before Calibration: low pT truth

Average mass response is not unity.

Low pT truth, so only see low mass jets.
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Jet Mass Response before Calibration: high pT truth

Increase pT truth, hence start to generate high-mass jets.

Average mass response much improved at higher pT truth.

Better individual mass responses for higher m truth jets (∼ 70 GeV
and above).
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Closure after Calibration: Low pT Truth

Low pT truth → only generate low m truth jets.

Non-closure in low m truth, low pT truth jets.

Consequence of a poor fit to the mass response function.
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Response after Calibration: Low pT Truth

Compare closure plots with the individual mass responses at low pT ,
before and after calibration.

Calibration is not optimal for low pT truth, low m truth.
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Closure after Calibration: Intermediate pT Truth

Good closure at higher m truth, for intermediate pT truth values.

Calibration works well at higher m truth, as expected.
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Closure after Calibration: High pT Truth

Achieve good closure at higher m truth, for high pT truth.

Non-closure for low m truth values → double peaks in mass
response bins.
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Response after Calibration: Double Peaks

Still see double peaks at low m truth, high pT truth.

Double peaks also give rise to non-closure after calibration.
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Response after Calibration: High m Truth

Typical responses before and after calibration.

For m truth ∼ 70 GeV and higher, good calibration factors across the
pT truth bins.
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Response after Calibration: Low m Truth

Non-closure in low m truth bins is still a problem.

A consequence of poor fitting with the mass response.
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Non-Closure

Non-closure is still observed.
Arises from a combination of double peaks at higher pT truth and a
poor fit to the mass response curves at low m truth.
Hard to fit with a gaussian → mean response not representative for a
bin.
Improve closure iteratively: go back and re-optimise the smoothing
parameters in the mass response fit and check for improvement in
closure.
Need to discuss with analysis group interested in the small
R-jet calibration.
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Summary

Preliminary calibrations of the 2015 AntiKt4EMTopo jet collection
are available → establish contact with analysis groups.

Good closure at intermediate and high m truth.

Non-closure at low m truth (as expected).

The double peak structure in low m truth, high pT truth is observed.

Next steps ...

Refine the calibration of AntiKt4EMTopo.

Will begin the AntiKt4LCTopo jet collection calibration once
EMTopo is complete.
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Backup Slides
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Binnings

pT truth [GeV] (28 bins)

100 - 125, 125 - 150, 150 - 175, 175 - 200, 200 - 225, 225 - 250, 250 -
275, 275 - 300, 300 - 350, 350 - 400, 400 - 450, 450 - 500, 500 - 550, 550
- 600, 600 - 700, 700 - 800, 800 - 900, 900 - 1000, 1000 - 1100, 1100 -
1200, 1200 - 1300, 1300 - 1400, 1400 - 1500, 1500 - 1600, 1600 - 1700,
1700 - 1800, 1800 - 1900, 1900 - 2000

| ηdet | (4 bins)

0.0 - 0.3, 0.3 - 0.8, 0.8 - 1.2, 1.2 - 2.4

m truth [GeV] (24 bins)

0 - 5, 5 - 10, 10 - 15, 15 - 20, 20 - 25, 25 - 30, 30 - 35, 35 - 40, 40 - 45,
45 - 50, 50 - 55, 55 - 60, 60 - 70, 70 - 80, 80 - 90, 90 - 100, 100 - 120,
120 - 140, 140 - 160, 160 - 180, 180 - 200, 200 - 225, 225 - 250, 250 - 300
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Calibration Factors (1)

Apply small jet binning, then produce mass response histograms.

GSCsmoother used to smooth the fitted histograms. Manually input
the smoothing parameters.
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Calibration Factors (2)

3-dimensional smoothing plots give the calibration factors.
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Calibration Factors (3)
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